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ON WATCHING

“...but with steady seriousness I set these 

evasions aside and regarded the onion 

for its own sake, the example of its own 

virtue. It was soon clear to me that

it might become a monster. It challenged 

me, and with my whole mentality I could 

no more remove it or delete it from 

consciousness than it could remove or 

delete me.”

‘On Watching an Onion’ E.C.Large, 1930

On Watching brought together artists 

Daniel Curtis, Michael Dryden, 

Christopher Lee and myself to instigate 

a dialogue concerned with the point at 

which an object becomes art, culminating 

in a collaboratively curated show 

displaying works produced through the 

ongoing discussion

Untitled (ponds)

artificial pond forms, water

Untitled (confetti) (detail)

confetti cannon, selotape



PREVIOUS 

PROJECTS

ON WATCHING

“Dents, scratches, cracks, and other 

indications of damage and decay in 

contemporary gaming are formed by carefully 

crafted code and determined by dynamic, 

complex algorithms. It is a rare but intriguing 

circumstance when such bold investments are 

made to emulate destruction.

The way in which damage is represented in 

computer games varies greatly depending 

on its necessary condition within a particular 

virtual context, as well as the abilities of the 

game’s intended platform and its development 

team. In earlier computer games, the systems’ 

relatively limited capabilities would, to a large 

extent, inform how scars are represented. It 

is these limitations and their influences on the 

construction of digital environments which 

interest me.  [...]”

Untitled (vest)

acrylic on canvas, vest

Untitled (confetti) (detail)

confetti cannon, selotape
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PROJECTS

ARTIFICE

“As children we can become fixated and 

obsessed with humble and expendable 

objects. To some degree these simple 

artifacts inform our understanding of the 

world, as we place them into our own 

imagined contexts.

The work in Artifice [was] a way of 

considering the way in which our 

engagement with visual language 

changes over time, thresholds of 

interpretation encountered and crossed. 

Regarding childhood ephemera, what 

are the broader implications of our 

relationships to these semiotic codes and 

the objects they essentially represent”

Leaves

artificial leaves, numbered stickers

Untitled (Skys)

collage



PREVIOUS 

PROJECTS

BOWER

Bower consisted of both ephemera and 

objects of value from my personal spaces 

and studio. Artworks, pamphlet, zines, 

sculpture, toys, all shared one space, 

overlapping, interacting, obscuring and 

talking with the intention of rendering 

them as parts of a whole to smudge 

and entwine lines between artwork and 

exhibition, artist and curator. 

“Personal becomes public, but not as 

an act of revealing, quite the contrary; 

The anonymity and close proximity of the 

exhibits encourages a murky semiotic 

environment to distinguish nothing as 

either powerful or peripheral, an attempt 

to humble the profound & elevate the 

everyday” 

Bower

installation shot

Bower

installation shot



PREVIOUS 

PROJECTS

MOBILITY

Jason Kerley is a collector of things. For his 

show Mobility, Kerley presents collections 

within a collection.

The objects he has chosen are drawn from 

all sorts of places: cheap toys and balloons, 

creative commons clip art, cartoon eyes 

and flowers. Through manipulating these 

objects Kerley explores the reproduction 

of real things, to create new, fake things. 

These fake things ultimately become their 

own thing, and take on a new strange 

identity detached from the original.

As objects they functions as copies, but as 

sculptures they function as a still life. They 

are given a new higher status now that 

they’re in the gallery.

Mobility questions the new symbolism of 

these objects now that they are displayed as 

‘art’.

Still Life A

detail

Eyes 

installation shot
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Zero and One

Ishihara 1-11

Sideshow Showroom

So

Ishihara 7

Socle

Ishihara 12 & 13

Ishihara 14 & 15

Voix

Ding Dong Doodle

Collagerie

Assembly

Bower

McBess - The Folding Knife

Katja Spitzer - Quodlibet

Raarrr

Obelisk

Underground flagship store

DRUMM

Under A/W13 showroom

Window Installation

On Watching

EYOT

Artifice

Umlaut

BA Illustration  

ND Fine Art 

GCSEs

2:1

Triple Distinction

9 C-A*

AIB

AIB

Purbeck Upper

Curator, Exhibiting Artist

Curator

Guest Curator

Curator, Exhibiting Artist

Curator

Curator

Curator

Curator

Exhibiting Artist

Exhibiting Artist

Exhibiting Artist

Curator, Exhibiting Artist

Solo Show

Co-Curator

Co-Curator

Curator

Exhibiting Artist

Designer, Production Assistant

Curator

Designer, VM

Designer, VM

Curator, Exhibiting Artist

Curator, Exhibiting Artist

Solo Show

Solo Show

Utrophia

Sixty Million Postcards

(pop up space)

The Ice Cream Factory

Kube Gallery

Aspaltic building

The Book Club

Queen of Hoxton

Unit 30

The Winchester

Stew Gallery

The Book Club

Toilet Gallery

The Book Club

The Book Club

The Book Club

La Cave de L’echappee Bulle

Berwick Street

Queen of Hoxton

Paris fashion week

Firestation Gallery

Bermondsey Project Space

ArtsLav

Stories

Isabellos


